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People’s Republic of China (Beijing) 
Thursday January 21st, 2010, 14:00-16:00
Proposal for Japanese rice aimed at food related professionals
China World Hotel
Niigata Rice Export Association, The Embassy of Japan in China,
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan
Approximately 50 guests
(Members of the hotel and restaurant industries and the Chinese media)

Friday January 22nd- Sunday 24th, 2010, 11:00-18:00
Promotional tasting event held at a high-end department store
Shin Kong Place Food Market （High-end department store in that area)
The Embassy of Japan in China, Niigata Rice Export Association, Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries of Japan
Approximately 5,000 guests (General consumers)

Overviews ： (21st)
1. Mr. Makoto Kaneko, 5-star rice minister, gave a lecture entitled “An Introduction to Japanese 

Food Culture: Rice”. （* Mr. Kaneko travels to elementary schools and appears on television 
as a rice expert to express the appeal of rice and makes full use of his expansive knowledge 
of rice related matters, including the special qualities held by each variety of rice, how to 
cook delicious meals and so on.）

2. The tasting booths were set up with labara, banners, and pamphlets. The rice was cooked by 
chefs from the China World Hotel's Japanese restaurant, “Nadaman,” added to maki-zushi, 
and an adequate portion of rice equivalent to that of a small bowl was offered to each and 
every person for tasting.
Apples and pears were cut into bite-sized pieces for tasting. Also, promotional cards 
featuring an explanation of the food ingredients and contacts for their suppliers, were 
distributed to the surrounding area, in addition to conducting a survey.

Also, the Niigata Rice Export Association gave away a bag of Japanese rice on a first-come-
first-served basis (Approx. 10 people). Before starting, a tourist information DVD for Niigata 
prefecture was displayed for 30 minutes.
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Overviews ：(22nd-24th)
1. Japanese rice and other agricultural products and foods were divided into two separate booths 

that sandwiched the walkway at the entrance to the department store's marketplace. We 
implemented the largest possible display of PR in order to gain attention while actively 
conducting tastings.

2. Japanese chef cooked rice on-site and tastings were conducted with a variety of dishes such 
as white rice, takikomi gohan (a lightly flavored, savory rice dish featuring finely diced meat 
and vegetables), maki-zushi, and oshi-zushi. A PR DVD for Koshihikari was continually 
displayed. As for other agricultural products and foods, tastings of apple and pear were 
conducted 3 times a day and in between those times, a schedule that offered samples of 
roasted laver and cookies was implemented.

3. Display booths were set up with labara, banners and pamphlets. Promotional cards featuring 
an explanation of food ingredients and contacts for their suppliers were distributed. In addition, 
a survey was conducted. A rice-shaped “rice white board” (Refer to *1 below) and small 
Japanese style pouches with matcha cookies in them were gave away to those who answered 
the survey.

■ Menu
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*1 Rice White Board
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Menu Foods Used Supplier Area of Production

Japanese Fruits
Apples (Sekai Ichi )

JCK Corporation
Aomori Prefecture

Pears (Atago Nashi ) Tottori Prefecture

Japanese Rice Rice (Koshihikari ) BEIJING ITOCHU-HUATANG 
COMPREHENSIVE PROCESSING Niigata Prefecture

Processed Food

Roasted laver
(Hiroshima Kaki aji nori ) Marutokunori Co., Ltd. Hiroshima Prefecture

Matcha cookie Japanese Matcha Green Tea Store
Ochadokoro Sanwa Hyogo Prefecture
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(22nd-24th : Promotional tasting event held in a high-end department store)

The lecture entitled, “An Introduction to 
Japanese Food Culture: Rice”

Reporting scene

An explanation from the rice meister

Niigata Rice cornerShing Kong Place marketplace entrance
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■ Photos of the Event
(21st : Proposal for Japanese rice aimed at food related professionals)

Presentation hall

Food tasting corner Guests at tasting

Display corner

Tasting of apples and pears

Display corner Food tasting



21st : Proposal for Japanese rice aimed at food related professionals

(1) Rice

We were able to offer an adequate amount of freshly-steamed Japanese rice to each and every visitor. There 
were visitors carrying the qualities of culinary professionals and visitors were seemed to thoroughly confirm the 
quality and taste, and from their words and expressions, many responded with favorable impressions towards the 
taste of Japanese rice.
There were positive comments regarding the actual use of Japanese rice in restaurants such as, “We would like 
to use good ingredients no matter how high the cost.” Opposite to this, there were comments stating things such 
as, “Sales volume and sellers are limited, and it takes time to obtain.” In addition to comments like “We have 
concerns that if stable supply cannot be guaranteed and the ingredients suddenly change, that we will betray our 
customers who expect good quality rice. The result being that trust issues will develop.”

(2) Apples・Pears

Visitors took exterior photos of the apples and pears, which often gave us the impression that they were 
considered valuable. From the words and expressions of visitors, there were many favorable responses even 
regarding taste. There were many opinions from the survey that stated that Japanese apples and pears can be 
accepted in China.

22nd : Promotional tasting event held in a high-end department store

(1) Rice

Although there were many responses saying that the price was too high, there were also many comments saying 
that the taste is “good.” During the event, an average of approximately 40 bags per day were purchased for 
personal use (1 bag at 198 yuan for 2 kg) with the percentage used for gift-giving and for home-use being roughly 
50-50. There were also repeat customers who made numerous purchases. Additionally, there were large 
purchases (100 bags) to be used for business and gifts.

(2) Apples・Pears

Though recognizing how great the taste is, the majority of consumers were surprised to hear the price. (Apples 
are 88 yuan per apple at Shing Kong Place and pears are only sold in Shanghai but they are around 100 yuan
per pear.) There were also demands from consumers that bought apples in Shing Kong Place, asking us to pack 
5 apples in 1 box for use as gifts.
Additionally, there were comments saying that since the Chinese pronunciation for “pear” (Li) and “separate” (Li) 
are the same, pears are not suitable as gifts.

(3) Roasted laver ・Matcha cookie

Matcha cookie (This offering is a product that is currently not sold in China.)
There were customers (female) that wished to purchase both roasted laver and matcha cookies after tasting 
them. As far as could be seen by the customer's responses, it appears that they have flavors that would be easily 
accepted by adults. However, it appears that they would be difficult to accept by children.
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(1) Conducted a proposal for Japanese rice aimed at Chinese food professionals and media and a tasting 
aimed at consumers at a high-end department store's marketplace. We were able to do PR for the Japanese 
taste of rice to specialists who are able to more accurately evaluate the ingredients, and were able to confirm 
the responses of recent consumers in the department store.

(2) We felt that through these efforts an image was built for the Chinese people there, that had people saying 
“Japanese rice has a high price, but also has a high value.” Also, upon the opportunity to begin sales, 
starting by stocking high-priced rice such as Chinese organic rice in stores, and combined with an improved 
sense of product safety, high-priced rice will continue to gain recognition and it is believed that the trend of 
higher prices having higher value as gifts will continue from now on.

(3) On the other hand, two problems, the high price it has when used for general consumption, retail, or food 
service and an unstable supply, have become large obstacles. Concerning price, this would be easy to 
assume from seeing that current Japanese rice has a price that is 10 to 20 times that of general Chinese rice, 
and is approximately 3 times higher than the average price within Japan. The problem of unstable supply 
was identified by local retailers and food professional in particular. Moreover, there were stores that focused 
on this more than price and displayed a willingness to continually buy and try to use Japanese rice if stable 
supply could be guaranteed.

(4) In order to offer a stable supply of new product to a new market it is important that importer-exporters, 
wholesalers, retailers and so on, share consumer responses and precise demand. However, we heard many 
voices like a buyer (a local retailer) who said, “Even if we order the amount needed, only an amount less 
than that can be shipped to us.” The existence of a gap between the needs of local retailers, which should 
be understood, is recognized as a problem. Following this, those who wish to promote Japanese rice exports 
and the spread of Japanese food culture will make efforts to substantiate and visualize information related to 
demand and consider active input to necessary, related professionals as vital. Even as a follow up for this 
operation, we would like to focus on this point. 

(5) According to the rice meister, the types of suitable rice differ depending on the dish. For example the 
heavy-flavored “Koshihikari” goes well with light-flavored Japanese dishes. “Hitomebore,” while being light, 
possesses “stickiness” and “umami,” and goes well with heavy-flavored cooking such as western dishes. 
Choosing the right rice to go with the dish is tied to true flavor and the idea to promote and spread this in a 
set along with preparation methods, is thought to be important.

(6) This operation could be executed through the cooperation of countless related parties, including the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, our food ingredient suppliers and 
the venue staff. Also, through the cooperation of the Niigata Rice Export Association we were able to further 
gain great results. We would like to express our gratitude for the cooperation of each and every party 
concerned.
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